
  NANO  

The NANO loudspeakers represent the maximum 
expression of line array technology in so reduced a size. 
They are the result of an extensive search on components 
and careful mechanical design, in order to create a 
fully integrated system, eclectic and flexible.
The NANO line is composed by 2 models with 
identical technology, in squared or hexagonal shape, 
each of them available in coloured polyethylene or 
plexiglass.
Within the NANO system all cabinets can be 
mechanically coupled in a very adaptable way, 
to organise even curved sound lines, whichever 
their dimensions, always with utmost sound quality 
and remarkable loaded power.
Impedances are standard and inversely proportional 
to physical dimentions. That allows the perfect match 
with power amplifiers and therefore the whole 
system optimization.
The polyethylene version weathers the most severe 
conditions, hence is suitable for marine 
environment installations maintaining the same 
utmost sound quality.
As  MINI, MICRO  and MAXI, even the NANO line 
is compatible with the NMM-SUB subwoofer, which 
extends the response to 50 Hz. All these speakers can be driven by Powersoft®  amplifier “duecanali” or “ottocanali” series, with
dedicated presets. 

Nano

Frequency response  ± 3 db 150 ÷ 16.000 Hz

Efficiency (1W/mt) 91 db

Program power 40 W

SPL (1 mt) 107 db

Impedance 4/8/16 Ω

Drivers 1 x Full range 3'

Connections Screw terminal

Dimensions 9L x 20H x 9D
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  NANO  

Thanks to mechanical accessories the cabinets can be installed in any configuration, even coupling them to create shapes with no 
virtual limits. Increasing impedances linked to decreasing sizes make so that, with a higher number of speakers, the power required 
to amplifiers increases too and vice-versa.
A 1500W/4 Ohm power amplifier will easily drive up to 320 drivers, which can compose a line  30 mt long, for a total of 12 KW.
On a Powersoft® “duecanali” or “ottocanali” platform presets for all the loudspeakers are available.
Each MINI-MICRO SUB subwoofer, powered by a Powersoft® DSP module, is able to match with up to 16 NANO loudspeakers
maintaining the same SPL capacity (131db), or with 32 of them with a SPL response of – 6db from 50 to 150 Hz.
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